The diagram shows the percentage separations for different linkage strategies. N linkage and E linkage are compared across various outcomes:

- **Return to permanent RAC**:
  - N linkage: 6.5%
  - E linkage: 6.1%

- **To permanent RAC**:
  - N linkage: 2.0%
  - E linkage: 1.6%

- **To respite RAC**:
  - N linkage: 1.0%
  - E linkage: 0.8%

- **To community/other**:
  - N linkage: 4.6%
  - E linkage: 4.6%

- **Died in hospital**:
  - N linkage: 85.8%
  - E linkage: 86.8%

The diagram effectively illustrates the distribution of separations across these categories for N and E linkage strategies.